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Abstract
Current developments in the statistics community suggest that modern
statistics education should be structured holistically, i.e., by allowing stu-
dents to work with real data and answer concrete statistical questions, but
also by educating them about alternative statistical frameworks, such as
Bayesian statistics. In this article, we describe how we incorporated such
a holistic structure in a Bayesian thesis project on ordered binomial proba-
bilities. The project was targeted at undergraduate students in psychology
with basic knowledge in Bayesian statistics and programming, but no for-
mal mathematical training. The thesis project aimed to (1) convey the basic
mathematical concepts of Bayesian inference, (2) let students experience the
entire empirical cycle including the collection, analysis, and interpretation
of data, and (3) teach students open science practices.
Keywords: Bayesian inference, Education, Bayes factor, Encompassing-
Prior, Replication, Open Science
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The ASA curriculum guidelines for undergraduate programs in statistical science argue
that statistics education should not solely be focused on teaching statistical methods and
mathematical foundations, but rather place a stronger focus on good study design and
conduct, programming skills, and statistical practice (American Statistical Association and
others, 2014; Horton & Hardin, 2015; Wasserstein et al., 2016). By this development,
students should learn to “think with and about data” (Cobb, 2015, p. 267) and thus
develop a holistic understanding of statistics (Horton & Hardin, 2015).
This holistic understanding of statistics also includes learning and understanding al-
ternatives to classical inference based on p-values. Bayesian inference is becoming increas-
ingly popular and its adoption has been advocated for both scientific practice (Wasserstein
et al., 2016) and statistics education (Cobb, 2015). Examples for undergraduate courses on
Bayesian methods that require only little or no mathematical or statistical training are de-
scribed in Witmer (2017) (on teaching MCMC methods) and Rouder and Morey (2018) (on
teaching Bayes’ rule). However, little attention has been paid to the design and structure
of a Bayesian thesis project.
The purpose of this article is to share our experiences on designing and supervising
a Bayesian thesis project for undergraduate students. The described project was tailored
towards students in psychology who specialized in research methods and statistics. This
means that our students were already introduced to programming and the basics of Bayesian
inference but never followed a course in mathematics. Lecturers who intend to o er a thesis
project which emphasizes mathematical training as well as practical experience with real
data might find helpful advice on what focal points to set when planning the thesis, useful
learning goals, and how much time to plan for di erent stages of the project.
Our Guiding Principles
For us, a successful thesis project entails that our students gain a solid understanding of the
basic mathematical concepts of Bayesian inference. That is, by the end of the project our
students should feel comfortable with the standard terminology, be able to understand how
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to assign a prior distribution and the likelihood function, know how to derive the posterior
distribution, and should be able to compute the marginal likelihood of the discussed model.
In addition, students should be able to utilize their theoretical knowledge to answer a
concrete research question. Besides emphasizing the mathematical concepts, we also wanted
to o er a project that teaches students about good research practices and the philosophy
behind open science. Thus, for our project we focused less on introducing complex models
or a large variety of di erent methods; we prefer to reserve these sophisticated problems to
students in graduate courses. Instead, we used the simple statistical model as “workhorse”
during the project and dedicated a fair amount of time to the execution of an empirical
study. These goals led to four guiding principles upon which we oriented when structuring
the thesis project. These guiding principles are described in the following paragraphs.
The first principle is to introduce students to the mathematics underlying Bayesian
statistics. When we teach Bayesian methods in undergraduate courses we tend to shield our
students from the mathematics that underlie this framework and focus instead on giving
students an intuition about how Bayesians quantify uncertainty surrounding model pa-
rameters and hypotheses by means of distributions. Without a doubt conveying Bayesian
thinking is a good introduction into the framework since it helps students to understand
key concepts such as posterior distributions, credible intervals, and Bayes factors (for a
gentle technical introduction to Bayesian inference without mathematical derivations we
recommend, e.g., Etz & Vandekerckhove, 2018). However, for students specialized in re-
search methods and statistics it is crucial to go beyond the intuitive understanding and be
introduced to the mathematics behind these key concepts; after all Bayesian inference is
a statistical framework. Without mathematical understanding, the students will struggle
when working through the literature in the field.
The second principle is to flatten prerequisites by starting from the basics to ensure
that students are able to execute and understand the derivations needed in a certain project.
This involves the reiteration of the key concepts of Bayesian parameter estimation and
hypothesis testing, and their mathematical representation. For that reason, we generally
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start student projects by discussing theoretical concepts and computational methods on
a simple statistical model that students are already familiar with, e.g., the beta-binomial
model, and subsequently increase the complexity.
The third principle is to let students experience scientific practice. In line with the
ASA guidelines on statistics education, we believe that students learn most when they are
given the opportunity to gain hands-on experience on how to apply the methods taught to
a real data example. We therefore set up a Bayesian replication study which is particularly
suited for student projects since it demonstrates a series of Bayesian benefits. For instance,
in contrast to frequentist analyses, the Bayesian framework allows students (1) to quantify
evidence for replication failure (see e.g., Verhagen & Wagenmakers, 2014); (2) to learn
the concept of Bayesian learning by incorporating results from earlier research as prior
information for the replication study; (3) to learn how conclusions from significant p-values
di er from conclusions drawn from Bayes factors by conducting a Bayesian reanalysis of
the results of the original experiment.1
Our last principle is to convey open science practices. Reproducibility and replica-
bility are core scientific values, but yet we are currently facing a crisis of confidence as a
disappointing proportion of key findings appear to be reproducible (Baker, 2016; Camerer
et al., 2018; Gelman et al., 2014; Nature Publishing Group, 2016; Open Science Collabo-
ration, 2015; Pashler & Wagenmakers, 2012). Suggestions to increase the reproducibility
in empirical science involve, for instance, preregistration which entails the creation of a
detailed analysis plan prior to data collection. To introduce our students to the debates
on the crisis of confidence and current developments of open science practices, we let them
preregister the replication study on the open science framework (OSF; our repository can
be accessed via https://osf.io/zfhbc/).
1Lecturers who are interested in replicating a study can participate, for instance, in the collaborative
replications and education project (CREP; https://osf.io/wfc6u/). The project o ers suggestions for
junior level projects that can be conducted e ciently. All experiments include established materials and are
well documented. If the students can collect data from a predetermined number of participants, the quality
of the study will be judged and the students are included as co-authors on an empirical paper.
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Protocol on the Thesis Project: “A Bayesian View on Science versus the
Stars: Bayes Factor Analysis for Ordered Binomial Probabilities”
In this section we provide some general information and student demographics of our
thesis project and discuss our concrete didactic structure. Readers interested in the
student evaluation of the project are referred to our online appendix (accessible via
https://osf.io/pc2z4/). In spring 2018, we started the thesis project titled “A Bayesian
View on ‘Science versus the Stars’: Bayes factor analysis for ordered binomial probabilities”
at the University of Amsterdam. The project was targeted at undergraduate psychology
students specialized in psychological research methods. Three thirdyear undergraduate stu-
dents participated in this project. All students had a basic background in the programming
language R and in Bayesian statistics. The full project–starting from the first introductory
lesson to submission of the thesis–took 16 weeks (see Appendix A for a weekly overview of
the project). We evaluated students based on their individual thesis papers, their presen-
tation, and their learning progress.
The topic of our project was the analysis of informed hypotheses. Specifically, the
students learned how to compute Bayes factors for hypotheses about the ordering of multiple
binomial probabilities using the encompassing prior approach (Klugkist, Kato, & Hoijtink,
2005; Klugkist & Hoijtink, 2007). We chose this topic due to both its relevance in the
psychological literature and the simplicity of the statistical model. Ordinal expectations of
binomial probabilities are common in the area of psychometrics and theories on rational
decision making. For instance, a psychometrician who evaluates whether a test for cognitive
performance can be measured on an interval scale needs to test if the assumption holds
that the probability to solve a given item is non-decreasing for the ability of a person.
In these areas, the encompassing prior approach is a popular choice to test axioms and
model assumptions and for model selection problems (see e.g., Cavagnaro & Davis-Stober,
2014; Davis-Stober, 2009; Guo & Regenwetter, 2014; Myung, Karabatsos, & Iverson, 2005;
Regenwetter, Dana, & Davis-Stober, 2011; Regenwetter et al., 2017; Tijmstra, Hoijtink, &
Sijtsma, 2015).
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The project was structured in two parts, a theoretical part in which students famil-
iarized themselves with the computation of Bayes factors for ordered binomial probabilities
and a practical part in which they conducted a reanalysis and replication study. In the
following subsections, we will describe each part in turn.
The Theoretical Part: Bayes factors for Ordered Binomial Probabilities
The method to compute the Bayes factor for ordered binomial success probabilities will
be described in the following paragraphs. Let X = {X1, X2, · · · , XK} be K binomial
distributed random variables–denoted as Xk ≥ Binomial(◊k, nk) for k = 1, 2, · · · ,K–with
the binomial success probabilities ◊ = {◊1, ◊2, · · · , ◊K} and number of observations n =
{n1, n2, · · · , nK}. The binomial model implies that the likelihood function of the data is
given by the binomial distribution. When we choose a Beta(–k,—k) as prior distribution
for each ◊k we get a posterior that comes from the same distributional family; Beta(–k +
xk,—k+nk≠xk) with xk being the number of successes in nk trials. The marginal likelihood
of the model, i.e., the probability of the data when ◊k is integrated out, is then given by
the beta-binomial distribution. Assuming multiple independent binomial random variables,
we can easily formulate the joint likelihood function, joint prior and posterior probability
function and joint marginal likelihood for the K random variables; they are simply given
by the product of the respective individual functions.
The first step in evaluating ordinal expectations is to formulate a restricted hypothesis,
here denoted as Hr, which imposes a certain ordering on the K success probabilities. We
then test Hr against the encompassing hypothesis He which relaxed these constraints. In
particular, He entails that all success probabilities ◊ are free to vary:
Hr : ◊1 < ◊2 < · · · < ◊K
He : ◊k ≥ Beta(–k,—k) for k = 1, 2, · · · ,K.
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Due to the truncated parameter space of ◊ the marginal likelihood for Hr cannot be com-
puted analytically. Thus, the Bayes factor BFer needs to be approximated, e.g., by using the
encompassing prior approach. The encompassing prior approach is based on the following
identity to compute the Bayes factor:
BFer =
Proportion of prior parameter
space consistent with the restriction˙ ˝¸ ˚
p(◊ œ R(◊) | He)
p(◊ œ R(◊) | data,He)¸ ˚˙ ˝
Proportion of posterior parameter
space consistent with the restriction
, (1)
where R(◊) denotes the restricted parameter space of ◊. Conceptually, a Bayes factor
BFer = 2 means that the data were predicted twice as well by He compared to Hr. The
proposed identity allows us to approximate BFer fairly easy. The first step is to repeatedly
sample from the prior and posterior densities of ◊ underHe. The second step is to count how
many prior and posterior samples obey the ordinal expectation, which is done with the help
of the indicator function IHr which takes on the value 1 if the samples are in accordance with
the expectation and 0 otherwise. The sample mean of prior and posterior samples that obey
our expectation then serve as estimate for p(◊ œ R(◊) | He) and p(◊ œ R(◊) | data,He):
BˆFer =
Proportion of prior samples
that obey the restriction˙ ˝¸ ˚
1
I
Iÿ
i=1
IHr(◊i | He)
1
J
Jÿ
j=1
IHr(◊j | data,He)¸ ˚˙ ˝
Proportion of posterior samples
that obey the restriction
, (2)
where I denotes the total number of samples drawn from the prior distribution of ◊ under
He and J denotes the total number of samples drawn from the posterior distribution of ◊
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underHe. The implementation of the encompassing prior approach for multiple binomials is
simple as well, given basic programming skills. An example of how the students implemented
this method in the programming language R is given in Appendix A. However, students find
it challenging to explain and justify the identity in Equation 1 which is why the derivation
of the method was one of the focal points of the thesis project.
The Practical Part: Reanalysis and Replication Study
For the practical part of the project we searched for empirical studies which involved hy-
potheses about the ordering of multiple binomial probabilities. What caught our attention
was the study by Wyman and Vyse (2008), which struck us as a suitable candidate for a
replication study, for several reasons. First, the dependent variables in Wyman and Vyses’
study were binomial probabilities that–based on their conclusions–allowed for the formula-
tion of an ordinal expectation. Second, the study had an engaging research question, i.e.,
whether the accuracy of astrological natal charts are similar to psychological personality
descriptions. Third, replicating the study did not require knowledge about sophisticated
concepts such as item response theory. Fourth, the experimental setup for the study was
straightforward which made the planning and execution of the experiment feasible for our
time frame.2
Wyman and Vyse addressed the question whether astrologers and psychologists pro-
vide equally accurate personality profiles. In their study, the authors created psychological
personality descriptions for all participants. Then, an experimenter gave each participant
his or her own psychological personality description and a psychological personality descrip-
tion belonging to another participant. The participant was then asked to decide which of
the two personality descriptions was his or her own. This procedure was then repeated for
the astrological personality description. The variables of interest were the two binomial
success probabilities to identify ones own astrological and psychological personality descrip-
2Note that the study was itself a conceptual replication by a study conducted by Carlson (1985). We
chose to replicate the study by Wyman and Vyse (2008), however, since the authors had a clearer setup and
material that was easier to reproduce.
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tion correctly. For the replication, our students tested the ordinal expectation that the
success probability for psychological personality descriptions is higher than for astrological
personality descriptions. To test this hypothesis the students incorporated the results from
Wyman and Vyse (2008) as prior information for the replication study. This research design
required two testing periods. First, the students had to assess participants with a psycho-
logical personality test and collect information that allowed us to create their astrological
natal charts (e.g., date and place of birth). In the second testing period the participants
had to perform a simple choice task; they were asked to identify both their own astrological
natal chart and their psychological personality description.
Didactic structure
The goal for the theoretical part of the project was to teach students when and how the
encompassing prior approach is used, and how it is derived. To ease the students into this
topic we first reiterated the principles of Bayesian parameter estimation and hypothesis
testing considering only one binomial probability. Then we let students generalize this
problem to multiple binomial success probabilities and ordinal restrictions between them.
It should be noted that during the theoretical part, i.e., the first five weeks of the project,
we supervised the students intensely; we had weekly group meetings that were structured
as lectures, we gave students weekly assignments, reviewed these assignments and discussed
them with the students individually.
In the first week, we gave students a brief overview about the project and the reading
list of the relevant literature. This reading list featured the studies from Carlson (1985)
and Wyman and Vyse (2008), as well as introductory articles on the Savage-Dickey density
ratio (Wagenmakers, Lodewyckx, Kuriyal, & Grasman, 2010), and the encompassing prior
approach (Klugkist et al., 2005; Wetzels, Grasman, & Wagenmakers, 2010). Moreover, we
asked the students to reiterate the basic concepts in Bayesian inference by means of the
beta-binomial model, i.e., Bayesian parameter estimation (including Bayes’ rule, the prior
distribution, the likelihood function, the marginal likelihood, and the posterior distribution)
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and Bayesian hypothesis testing (including prior model odds, the Bayes factor, and posterior
model odds). Subsequently, they had to generalize these concepts to multiple binomial
success probabilities.
As intermediate step towards understanding the encompassing prior approach, we
then introduced the Savage-Dickey density ratio as tool to calculate the Bayes factor (Dickey
& Lientz, 1970). The Savage Dickey density ratio is typically used to evaluate point-null
hypotheses, denoted here as H0, which restrict parameters to a specific value of interest and
which are a concept that students are more familiar with than ordinal hypotheses. Similarly
to the encompassing prior approach, the underlying principle of the Savage-Dickey density
ratio is to evaluate the prior and posterior density under He. But instead of approximating
the parameter space in accordance with the constraint–which is by definition zero for point-
null hypotheses–we calculate the BFe0 by dividing the height of the prior density at the
point of interest by the height of the posterior density at the same point (see Figure 1 for a
graphical representation of the method). On this account, it is argued that if the restricted
parameter space reduces to a single point the encompassing prior Bayes factor reduces to
the Savage-Dickey density ratio (Wetzels et al., 2010).
After the students had derived and understood the Savage-Dickey density ratio, we
introduced them to hypotheses concerning ordinal expectations and the encompassing prior
approach (based on the derivations from Klugkist et al., 2005). Here, too, we first explained
how to test ordinal expectations on one binomial success probability–for instance that the
parameter ◊ is higher than chance–and then generalized the case to multiple binomials.
The practical part of the project started with the Bayesian reanalysis of studies that
investigated whether astrologers and psychologists provide equally accurate personality pro-
files. The students thus had to reanalyze the study conducted by Wyman and Vyse (2008)
but also a preceding study from by Carlson (1985). The Bayesian reanalysis posed a first
challenge for the students: since the research questions for the two studies were slightly
di erent the students had to adjust their analyses accordingly. Carlson’s study suggests
to compare H0 that the success probabilities for both types of personality descriptions are
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Figure 1 . Prior and posterior density distribution of ◊ under He. The dashed line repre-
sents a Beta(1, 1) prior distribution, the solid line is a Beta(25, 29) posterior distribution.
The binomial success probability is tested against chance level which is depicted with the
gray dot. To compute the Savage-Dickey Bayes factor of the encompassing versus the null
hypothesis we need to divide the height of the prior density by the height of the posterior
density. Since the posterior has a higher density at the point of interest compared to the
prior, evidence is gained for H0. This graph has been created using the statistical software
JASP (JASP Team, 2018).
equal to chance with He that relaxes this constraint. Wyman and Vyse on the other hand
hypothesized that the probability to correctly identify one’s own personality description was
higher for psychological personality descriptions than for astrological personality descrip-
tions, which suggests to compare H0 with Hr that the success probability for psychological
personality descriptions is higher than for astrological personality descriptions.3
Our reanalysis confirmed the conclusions drawn by Carlson as well as Wyman and
Vyse. Carlson (1985) could not reject the hypothesis that the two binomial probabilities
were di erent from chance. This result was confirmed by our students, and additionally
the Bayesian analysis allowed them to quantify evidence for the null hypothesis. In fact,
Carlson’s data provide strong evidence for the absence of an e ect, i.e., the data were about
3Note that we can directly compare H0 versus Hr if we first compute BF0e using the Savage-Dickey
density ratio and BFer using the encompassing prior approach. We can then receive BF0r if take into
account the transitivity of Bayes factors, that is: BF0r = BF0e ◊ BFer.
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10 times as likely to have occurred underH0 compared toHe, with BF0e = 10.1. Wyman and
Vyse (2008) on the other hand rejected the hypothesis that the two binomial probabilities
were di erent from chance. This result was again consistent with our reanalysis; the data
suggested extreme evidence in favor of Hr, with BFr0 = 560.5.
After the students conducted the reanalysis they designed the replication study of
Wyman and Vyse (2008). We aimed to replicate the study as closely as possible which meant
that the students adapted the original research design with only a few practical changes.
This phase involved the creation of a comprehensive preregistration document which was
published on the OSF (accessible via https://osf.io/mxy7h/). This document features
the detailed research and analysis plan including the R code for the analysis. Planning the
experiment, i.e., booking the lab and contact participants, was organized by the students
independently.
Since the analysis plan and the R code was created already during the first weeks of the
project, the subsequent data analysis took relatively little time and e ort; we had discussed
all necessary components already when we created the preregistration document, e.g., infer-
ence and exclusion criteria, and prior specifications. Our study successfully replicated the
results by Wyman and Vyse (2008). From the 29 participants 25 correctly identified their
own psychological personality description but only 18 participants correctly identified their
own astrological personality description. Given this data and the prior knowledge provided
by the Wyman and Vyse study, the result suggested extreme evidence in favor of the ordinal
expectation that people recognize their psychological personality description more reliably
than their astrological personality description, with BFr0 = 1884.
During the last weeks of the project, the students primarily worked on their own with
little need for supervision. During this stage, the weekly group meetings were replaced by
individual contact hours in which we typically discussed details of the thesis paper.
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Summary
The described thesis project introduced students to relevant methods and mathematical
concepts of Bayesian statistics and let them subsequently design and conduct a reanalysis
and replication study where they applied their knowledge to real data. Through this expe-
rience the students learned to use Bayesian statistics to their advantage, e.g., by being able
to quantify evidence for the absence of the predicted e ect, but also by incorporating prior
knowledge into their analyses and hence draw more informed decisions. In addition, the
project gave students the opportunity to practice open research practices by letting them
preregister their study and create an analysis plan prior to data collection. The confronta-
tion with real data challenged the students to think in broader terms, e.g., by discovering
how di erent theoretical concepts relate to each other and how di erent methods can be
utilized to answer specific research questions.
We believe that a thesis project is an ideal opportunity to integrate the theory and
mathematics of Bayesian inference with hands-on experience, and confront students with all
aspects of the empirical cycle. This experience gives students valuable insights into scientific
practice, and equips them with problem solving skills that are necessary when they pursue
their careers as methodologists and statisticians.
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Appendix A
Example R Code for implementation of the encompassing prior approach
In the reanalysis, students computed Bayes factors for the hypotheses implied in Wyman
and Vyse (2008) that the probability to recognize ones own personality profile was higher for
psychological personality profiles than for astrological natal charts, i.e., Hr : ◊psy > ◊astro.
This ordinal expectations, was evaluated by means of the encompassing prior approach. The
students used a Beta(1, 1) prior for both success probabilities ◊psy and ◊astro. The priors got
updated by the data collected by Wyman and Vyse: from the 52 participants 24 correctly
identified their natal chart and 41 correctly identified their psychological personality profile.
The students then approximated the Bayes factor BFer by applying Equation 2, where IHr
was 1 if ◊psy > ◊astro and 0 otherwise. The implementation of this method is fairly simple
using the rbeta() function in R to sample from the encompassing prior and posterior
distribution and requires only a few lines of code:4
1set.seed (4491)
# sample from prior distribution under H_e
3I <- 1e6
prior.psy <- rbeta(I, 1, 1)
5prior.astro <- rbeta(I, 1, 1)
7# sample from posterior distribution under H_e
J <- 1e6
9post.psy <- rbeta(J, 42, 12)
post.astro <- rbeta(J, 25, 29)
11
# count values in accordance with the ordinal expectation
13numerator <- sum(prior.psy > prior.astro)/I
denominator <- sum(post.psy > post.astro)/J
4Alternatively, one can use the R package multinomineq package by Heck and Davis-Stober (2018).
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15
# compute Bayes factor
17BFer <- numerator/denominator
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Appendix B
Project overview
Table B1
A week-by-week overview of our project “A Bayesian View on Science versus the Stars:
Bayes factor analysis for ordered binomial probabilites”.
Week Goal Activities
1 Reiterate
knowledge
Bayesian parameter estimation and hypothesis testing for beta-
binomial model; Write methods section of thesis paper
2 Establishing
knowledge
Generalize concepts to multiple binomials; Write methods section
of thesis paper
3 Establishing
knowledge
Derive and apply Savage-Dickey density ratio; Write methods sec-
tion of thesis paper
4 Establishing
knowledge
Derive and apply encompassing prior approach; Reanalyze the re-
sults of Carlson (1985) and Wyman and Vyse (2008); Write intro-
duction of thesis paper
5 Writing Finalize the methods section of the thesis paper; Write introduction
of thesis paper
6–7 Preregister
Study
Plan replication study; Create preregistration document
8 Preregister
Study
Print all necessary documents, e.g., book lab, etc.; Finalize and
publish preregistration document
9–10 Data collection Collect data, make sure that the experiment runs according to plan
11 Preparation for
follow-up
Process collected data; Prepare materials for follow-up evaluation
12–13 Data collection
(follow-up)
Collect data, make sure that the experiment runs according to plan
14 Data analysis Analyze the obtained data and upload the dataset to the OSF; Write
results section of thesis paper
15–16 Finalizing
project
Finalize thesis paper; Prepare 20-minute presentation
